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Looking for a really great travel advisor?
If you don’t already have a Virtuoso travel advisor, you can
meet your match on www.virtuoso.com. Our new website
includes a catalog of professional travel advisors from the
world’s most respected luxury travel agencies. All of them
have the connections, knowledge, and personal experience
to customise amazing holidays, and to become your trusted
go-to travel resource. Simply use the advisor catalog to find
the one who’s right for you.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.
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Editor’s Note
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E (AND SOMETIMES SHE)

is the first person you’ll
meet at any high-end
hotel, greeting you upon
your arrival and ushering you into
your new home for the next few
hours or days. He wears a snazzy
uniform and many metaphorical hats,
from greeter and gatekeeper to
weatherman, personal valet, information desk, and who knows what
else. You’ll meet more than a few of
these friendly faces on our cover and
inside this issue because we wanted to
celebrate the warm welcome – and the
often strong sense of place, not to
mention style – they represent.
When we asked Virtuoso advisors
and hoteliers around the world for
their recommendations for stand-out
doormen, I was surprised at how many
had snapped their own iPhone
pictures of these hotel staffers. (I was
also surprised to learn that some
guests want mementos beyond a
snapshot, from the doormen’s caps for
sale at Rocco Forte’s Hotel de Rome in
Berlin to Raffles Singapore’s stuffed
doormen dolls, which fly off the
hotel’s gift store shelves.) It just shows
that a hotel is a cornerstone of almost
every trip – and it’s not only the place
but the people who make a trip
memorable. Check out some of our
favourites – shot by 15 photographers
we commissioned, plus a few iPhone
amateurs – on page 18.
Virtuoso travel advisors open doors of
a different sort. With their connections
and know-how, they can create some
pretty impressive travel experiences.
They can get you behind-the-scenes access to museums and shows, upgrades on
cruises and at hotels, that last seat on the
flight you need, and much more. If they
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can’t make things happen themselves,
they know the right people to call. Their
savvy insight makes all the difference in
the way you travel.
Enjoy this issue, and as you embark on
your next journey, remember the doormen’s tradition at The Ritz-Carlton, Istanbul: When travellers depart, they
pour water from a jug onto the road as a
way of saying, “Go and come back like
the water – come back soon.”
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YOU REALLY CAN HAVE IT ALL

Every wish . .
Every whim . .
Every want . .

You really can have it all. This is cruising as it was meant to be – a sumptuous world where
every wish, every whim and every want is granted and where everything is included without
exception and without compromise. Explore the world’s most alluring destinations in complete
comfort and elegance with an intimate group of newfound friends. Enjoy…
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THE MOST INCLUSIVE
LUXURY CRUISE EXPERIENCE TM

LEGENDARY SANDS
• Special International Fares

ATHENS TO BARCELONA
AUGUST 27 | 10 NIGHTS

ISTANBUL TO DUBAI
OCTOBER 31 | 21 NIGHTS

Seven Seas Mariner®

Seven Seas Voyager®

Fares

FROM

US$6,099 PER PERSON

Fares

• FREE Unlimited Shore Excursions
• FREE Luxury Hotel Package

FROM

in Concierge Suites and Higher

US$8,599 PER PERSON
• FREE Pre-Paid Gratuities
• FREE Open Bars and Lounges PLUS

Aboard Our Elegant Mid-Sized Ships Enjoy All Ocean-View Suites and

In-Suite Mini-Bar Replenished Daily

Private Balconies, With to No More Than 700 Pampered Guests

Voted Best Luxury Cruise Line by Virtuoso Readers

• FREE Specialty Restaurants

FOR VOYAGES AND RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR
Enjoy Virtuoso Voyager Club Amenities
VOYAGER CLUB HOST,PRIVATE COCKTAIL RECEPTION AND ANEXCLUSIVE SHORE EVENT

*Fares are subject to increase 01OCT14. All fares are per person based on double occupancy for new bookings only and may be withdrawn at any time. Fare mentioned is based on Deluxe Veranda Suite Category G.
Bonus Savings are based on published Full Brochure Fares; such fares may not have resulted in actual sales in all suite categories and do not include optional charges as detailed in the Guest Ticket Contract., which
may be viewed, along with additional terms at RSSC.com. Free 1-Night Pre-Cruise Luxury Hotel Package applies to guests 1 and 2 only in Concierge Suites or higher, and is not available for new bookings made within
60 days of departure. Ships’ Registry: Bahamas.
IS_MAR14735

Connections

VIRTUOSO
COMMUNITY

Traveller photos, advisor trips and tips, and more.
ADVISOR DISPATCH
Just Back from Turkey
“My wife, Stella, and I recently travelled to the Black Sea and
Turkey. After a Sea Dream Yacht Club cruise, we took a nineday land tour of Turkey, which I arranged with one of Virtuoso’s
on-site connections there. We visited numerous sites, from the
magnificent ruins of Pergamon (known today as Bergama) to Troy
and the Temple of Apollo, Bodrum, and of course the incredible
Cappadocia. The arrangements went like clockwork, the guides
were the best, and the accommodation were stunning, especially
in Cappadocia, where we stayed in a carefully restored historical
property on the site of an ancient monastery.”
The Haycocks on holiday.

– Mel Haycock, travel advisor, Brisbane

YOUR SHOT

ASK THE ADVISOR

Photos from Your Travels

“What should
I do in
Cape Town?”

WHO: Spencer

Travel client Lauren Ogle
WHERE: Trisara resort, Phuket, Thailand
UPCOMING HOLIDAYS: Vietnam and a Mediterranean cruise this
year; New Zealand, Fiji, and California for a full theme park
experience next year.

WHAT TO DO:

• Ride the cable car
for a bird’s-eye
view of the city
and suburbs.

Taking the plunge
in Zambia.

• Take a day trip to
Cape Point.

• Sail to the iconic
Robben Island.

• Garden lovers
should visit Kirstenbosch National
Botanical Garden.

• Visit the Winelands.
Have lunch at Delaire Graff Estate in Stellenbosch, a stunning
property with an impressive diamond showroom and magnificent gardens and sculptures.
Romantic setting: The infinity pool overlooking the Andaman Sea.

– Roslyn Hakim, travel advisor, Double Bay, New South Wales

Virtuoso travel agencies were recently honoured in Luxury
Travel Magazine’s 2014 Gold List Awards competition.
Best Travel Agency
WINNER: Mary Rossi Travel
FINALISTS: World Travel Professionals; Executive Edge;
Main Beach Travel; Concierge Traveller; Phil Hoffmann
Travel; Spencer Travel; and Bicton Travel
Susan Aitkin, Arlette de Brey, Michael Schischka,
Claudia Rossi Hudson, and Kate McLean with Mary Rossi Travel.
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(CABLE CAR) DAVID RYZNAR, SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

IN THE NEWS

NOT YOUR ORDINARY
EUROPEAN CRUISE...
A taste of the royal life at a gala Imperial Evening in a private Viennese palace... breaking bread with the gardians on
a Camargue ranch... private dinners in a Normandy château and a medieval castle overlooking the Rhine. On a Tauck
river cruise, you can expect to experience Europe a little differently... because the uncommon access to local culture
you’ll enjoy on our included shore excursions ensures exclusive experiences as memorable as the places you’ll visit.
Our luxurious, custom-designed riverboats cruise the Danube, the Rhine, the Rhône and the Seine with more suites
and more space per guest than other ships of comparable size... welcoming you aboard and treating you like family
within an intimate, club-like atmosphere. You’re travelling in good company... and never settling for ordinary.
Personalised, Inclusive European river cruising from Tauck. Because how you see the world matters.

For reservations, please call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.

201 4

Send Us Your
BEsT shoTs
Your Virtuoso Travel Moments
Could Earn You Fortune and Fame!
We want to see pictures of how you make the most of your holidays.
Send in your best photos that include you and/or your family and
friends soaking in your favourite travel moments. We know your
Virtuoso advisor has helped design some amazing trips, so here’s your
chance to brag. Four lucky Virtuoso travellers will win cash prizes, and,
win or not, your photo may appear in Virtuoso Life or on Virtuoso.com.

GRAND... Us$1,000
FIRsT.........Us$500
sECoND ....Us$300
ThIRD ...... Us$200

Enter at www.virtuoso.com/photocontest.
To enter, upload your photo entries between 1 May and 16 June 2014.
Photo requirements: 1. Original; 2. Colour or black & white; 3. Digital
format; 4. High resolution (300 DPI+); 5. Max size of 4MB

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. Open only to individuals who are at least 21 years old at the time of entry. All photos must be submitted online at www.virtuoso.com by 11:59 p.m.
(U.S. Central Time) on 16 June 2014 to be eligible. Winners will be determined on or around 15 August 2014. Employees and associates of Virtuoso, Ltd., and their immediate families, and individuals
living in the same household are not eligible to win. Entrants release Virtuoso, Ltd. and all applicable parties identified in the Contest Official Rules from any and all claims, liabilities, damages or losses
arising from participation in the Contest or the acceptance or use of any prize. Prize terms, conditions, and exclusions may apply. Prizes are in US dollars. For complete Contest Official Rules by which
all entrants are bound, go to www.virtuoso.com/photocontest.
The trademarks VIRTUOSO, the Globe Swirl logo, SPECIALISTS IN THE ART OF TRAVEL and ORCHESTRATE DREAMS are the property of Virtuoso Ltd., and are registered with the United States
Patent and Trademark Office, as well as numerous national trademark registries around the world. All rights reserved. Virtuoso Australia Pty. Ltd. © 2014 PO Box 599, Cammeray, NSW 2062
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{ DESTINATIONS, TRENDS, CULTURE, AND STYLE }

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: COSTAS CHRIST, ELAINE GLUSAC, AND SARAH KHAN

NATURAL CHOICE

MICHAEL GILBREATH

Take one part pampering, stir in 25,000 acres of private nature reserve, mix with tropical wildlife and birdwatching, and garnish with cultural authenticity. Relax and enjoy. To celebrate Earth Day, 25-suite Hacienda
de San Antonio partnered with its sister resort, 38-villa and -casita Cuixmala, for six days of surf and turf. The
eco-escape pairs a working ranch on the Colima volcano’s doorstep in Mexico’s lush western highlands with
Costalegre’s pristine Pacific beaches, and it’s packed with healing spa treatments, private picnics, boat outings,
guided hikes and horseback riding, and more.
“Everything we do at the estates revolves around protecting nature,” says Hacienda manager Joaquín
Serrano, “from the wild horses roaming our mountain valleys and the organic shade-grown coffee that
shelters rare native species’ habitat to kilometres of undisturbed beach and mangrove lagoons – home to
nesting green sea turtles and thousands of tropical birds. We believe every day should be Earth Day.” Walking
their talk, they’ve just decided to extend the program throughout the year.

Quiet time at Colima’s
Hacienda de San Antonio.
M AY | J U N E 2 0 14
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Passport
GO LIKE A PRO

Wild at Heart

A naturalist from Bozeman, Montana, Sue Perin has spent 21 years travelling with Lindblad Expeditions from
Antarctica to Arctic Svalbard – the last eight as an expedition leader for the Peruvian Amazon, southeast Alaska,
and beyond. We caught up with her in Mexico’s Baja California, to find out what makes a great trip there.
“Looking a California gray whale
in the eye from a Zodiac is a humbling,
awe-inspiring experience. Also, snorkelling with California sea lions, hikes
on beautiful desert islands, dolphins
bow-riding and leaping in front of the
ship, and star-filled skies.”
WHEN SNORKELLING WITH
SEA LIONS, REMEMBER:

“They’re like playful underwater
puppies, fun and lovable, but never
hold out your hand like a toy.”

THE KEY TO SLEEPING WELL ON
SMALL SHIPS:

“Play hard during the day. And if
you’re a light sleeper, learn to sleep
with earplugs beforehand.”
BEST SEAT IN THE ZODIAC:

“Depends on your perspective and the
weather: The front’s more adventurous
and bouncy, with the wind in your face.
Choose the back if you want more
stability – or if you’re tall and like to
stand to take photos. On cold days, the
middle gives you the added warmth of
people on both sides.”

PASSENGERS OFTEN UNDERPACK:

“Camera cards – and jump drives for
sharing photos with shipmates.”

FAVOURITE BINOCULARS:

“Brunton Epochs.”

… AND OVERPACK:

“Fancy clothes.
It’s very relaxed
on board.”

Kayaking in the Sea of Cortés, shortly
before ceviche and cocktails as the sun
sets over Baja’s Sierra de la Giganta.
8
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MOST UNDERUSED CAMERA TRICK:

“Taking close-ups with the ‘macro’
setting. That said, my best tip is

to spend a few hours shooting
beside one of our National
Geographic photographers.”
HOW TO LOOK YOUR BEST
FOR ONBOARD VIDEOGRAPHERS:

“Relax and pretend they aren’t there.”
SEA KAYAKING DO:

“Try it even if you haven’t been before.”
… AND DON’T:

“Critique your partner’s steering.
It’s harder than it looks – and sound
travels over water.”
Perin serves as one of
Lindblad Expeditions’
Arctic Svalbard naturalists
this June, then heads to the
Peruvian Amazon in August
and September. She’ll be back in
Mexico with the whales next fall.

RALPH LEE HOPKINS

WHY BAJA?

THE LAYOVER

PLANE TALK

CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI

FACE
TIME

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Dazzling new Terminal 2 is poised to put Mumbai’s airport on the world stage,
but its peacock-inspired design is quintessentially Indian.

Singapore Airlines
passengers
in suites and first
class now receive
in-flight amenity
kits stocked with
Sothys products.
The French skincare specialist
provides hydrating
cream, lotion, and
lip-balm protection
designed to offset
cabins’ dry, highaltitude conditions.

Proud as a peacock:
Mumbai’s latest airport addition.

(ICON) ROMAN KOVBASYUK /THE NOUN PROJECT

See

The three-kilometre-long,
18-metre-high art wall –
one of the world’s largest
public art projects –
features 7,000 works
from more than 1,500
artists around the country,
ranging from eleventhcentury antiques to a
giant mural of Bollywood
legend Amitabh Bachchan.

Eat & Drink

India’s style-set flocks
to Olive Bistro’s outposts; now jet-setters can
sample its Mediterranean
flair (phyllo-wrapped Brie
with smoked almonds,
chicken with sun-dried
tomato-and-pistachio
pesto) in transit.

Shop

Curious about India’s top
fashion designers? Head
to Kimaya for scarves,
tops, and jackets by Tarun
Tahiliani; Seema Gujral’s
tunics; and Kavita Bhartia’s
traditional churidar suits.

Have your
croissant
and eat
tapas too:
TGV train
service
now whisks
passengers
from Paris
to Barcelona in
just over
six hours.

M AY | J U N E 2 0 14
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FOOD & SPIRITS

La Susana’s sunset seating
and firepits and (right) ceviche
of the day and interior.

Beach Party

Savour bebidas seaside at La Susana, a new restaurant and beach club set on Uruguay’s coastal dunes
near José Ignacio. Five thatch-roofed rooms, two with whitewashed fireplaces, surround a latilla-shaded
courtyard in this bohemian setting for ceviche, grilled squid, and grass-fed beef prepared with herbs and
vegetables from chef Marcelo Betancourt’s on-site garden. Ruta 10 Kilometro 182,500; 598-44/862-823;
www.lasusana.com.

LOFTY EXPECTATIONS
NEW ROOFTOP LOUNGES VIE FOR AIR RIGHTS.

Hawaii’s highest rooftop
lounge, Skybar Waikiki
perches 19 stories above
the Honolulu coast with a
wraparound patio for sunset
views of Diamond Head.
2270 Kalakaua Avenue;
www.skybarwaikiki.com.

10

Open only to guests and
members, the blue, a 27thfloor oceanfront lounge and
restaurant at the 1,047-room
Boca Raton Resort & Club,
lays out a “claw bar” nightly
featuring Maine lobster, stone
crab, and raw oysters. 501 E.
Camino Real; 561/447-3222;
www.theblueboca.com.
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Thirty floors up, The Skylark
peers over twinkling Times
Square and the Garment
District and serves speciality
cocktails from a menu
by noted NYC bartender
Johnny Swet. 200 W. 39th
Street; 212/257-4577;
www.theskylarknyc.com.

Top Chef alum Carla Pellegrino
does everything from sushi
rolls to chateaubriand at
downtown Miami’s Touché
Rooftop Lounge & Restaurant, with a retractable roof
for year-round comfort. 15 NE
11th Street; 305/358-9848;
www.touchemiami.com.

SPACE TOURISM

FAIR PLAY

One tried-and-true way to get kids excited about STEM (science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics) fields: spaceflight. From the Apollo program to the space
shuttles to, now, privatised space travel and tourism, it’s the latest trending topic amid
algorithms and equations. As Virgin Galactic reaches up, it’s also reaching out
to future astronauts, employees, and possible competitors. The spaceline continues
rocket-powered flight tests of SpaceShipTwo (its third test dropped from mother ship
WhiteKnightTwo and blasted to 21,642 metres) and is sponsoring this year’s Google
Science Fair – an annual global competition designed to nurture the next generation of
scientists and engineers, which drew entries from more than 120 countries last year.
Virgin Galactic sweetened a grand prize that includes a Galápagos cruise and
a US$50,000 scholarship with a private behind-the-scenes tour of its Spaceport
America terminal, but perhaps more important, it offered the 13- to 18-year-old contestants a chance to pick some of its top employees’ brains during online video Q&As. Test
pilot Michael “Sooch” Masucci, payload integration engineer Kyle Stephens, and liquid
propulsion design engineer (aka rocket scientist) Kimberly Betker joined one recent
session, where questions ranged from “What’s the ‘to-do list’ to get your job?” to
“Why the new hybrid motor design for the spaceship?” and “What’s the exact chemical makeup of liquid rocket fuel?” From the looks of these and other queries streaming in, at this fair, the old baking-soda volcano isn’t going to cut it. Virtuoso accredited
space agents in Australia and New Zealand can arrange Virgin Galactic flights.

FOOD & SPIRITS

Bold
Taste

(SPACEPORT AMERICA) MARK GREENBERG, (AIRCRAFT) MARK RALSTON,
(RESTAURANT) SETH BROWARNIK, (DISH AND DRINK) MICHAEL PIZZARI

Virgin Galactic’s Gateway to
Space and (below), Google’s Q&A
session and the mother ship and
spacecraft in flight.

Between his spring and fall
collections, Italy’s high-gloss
designer Roberto Cavalli
turned out South Beach’s
new Cavalli Miami Restaurant & Lounge. Enter
to animal-print-upholstered
chairs and flamboyantly
flowered table linens in the
dining room, with a dramatically backlit mosaic ceiling in
the lounge above. The menu
focuses on Tuscan dishes
such as octopus carpaccio,
Chianina beef tartare, housemade wild boar ravioli, and
48-day-aged Florentine steak,
best accessorised by a glass
of Tenuta Degli Dei red from
the Cavalli family vineyard.
150 Ocean Drive; 305/6954191; www.cavallimiami.com.
From top: Cavalli’s lobster
ravioli, dining room, and
Endless Summer cocktail.
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Suite Talk

THIS ISSUE: QUEENSTOWN, NEW ZEALAND

ULTIMATE UPGRADE

Inside our favourite splurge-worthy suites.
Every room in Matakauri Lodge’s new lakeside four-bedroom Owner’s Cottage frames views of the Remarkable Mountains
and Lake Wakatipu. Home to resort owner Julian Robertson when in residence, the 465-square-metre retreat accommodates
eight, with ample room to gather together on overstuffed couches by the fireplace, on the terrace, or in the outdoor Jacuzzi.

BLOWN
AWAY
Learn the art of Czech glass while at the
Mandarin Oriental, Prague. The 99-room
hotel can arrange visits to architect, designer,
and artist Bořek Šípek’s studio and hot shop
that include a guided tour of the Anežka factory
and the chance to watch masters at work. Pupils
may blow their own glass before the outing
concludes with lunch at Šípek’s restaurant.
12
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From top: Matakauri Lodge’s Owner’s Cottage,
and Czech artist Bořek Šípek and his glass.

FOR THE
BIRDS

RUSTIC
REVIVAL

Friends of a feather flock
to the forest surrounding
the 85-room Inkaterra
Machu Picchu Pueblo
Hotel. After a flight of
successful international
birding rallies, the ecoresort is organising new
three-day bird-watching
itineraries that comb the
Andean cloud forest for
golden-headed quetzals,
blue-necked tanagers,
and colourful, crested
cock-of-the-rocks, Peru’s
national bird, among the
207 local species. Guided
excursions take place on
the property’s 19 kilometres of hiking trails, as
well as off-site amid
Machu Picchu’s ruins.

MAGNUM OPUS

Hong Kong-based architect André Fu brings his sense of balance, texture, and
understatement to London’s new Opus Suite at the 214-room Berkeley. The
302-square-metre, two-bedroom apartment overlooks Hyde Park and Knightsbridge and gets down to details with personalised pillowcases and bathrobes, a
butler and personal shopper for Burberry and Bamford on request, and a Burberry
trench coat for use during a stay. Guests can dial up a party in the ten-seat dining
room by ordering in-room chef service from the hotel’s restaurants, led by
Michelin-starred Marcus Wareing and Pierre Koffmann.

Above, from top:
Birding in Inkaterra’s gardens,
and the hotel’s
library lounge
and Andeanvillage feel.
Below: London’s
new top suite
and (right) a
fresh take on
Santa Fe.

Santa Fe, New
Mexico’s 58room Rosewood
Inn of the Anasazi channels
an earthy sense
of serenity in its
fresh new guestroom makeover.
White linens,
pale curtains,
light leather ottomans, and
gold armchairs
set a neutral
stage for bright
wool pillows
fashioned from
traditional
Pendleton blankets. The property’s romantic
New Mexican
features remain,
including cosy
kiva fireplaces
and traditional
viga ceilings.
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Suite Talk
THE INSIDER:

General manager Walter
Brindell has
more than 25
years in the
industry and
comes to NYC
from the top
spot at Park
Hyatt Chicago.

City living: Stone flooring and clean lines play up Park Studio Suites’ residential feel.

FIRST LOOK: PARK HYATT NEW YORK
NEW
HOTEL

Few properties have generated as much pre-opening buzz as the hotel and resort chain’s
210-room flagship on W. 57th Street in Midtown. We rounded up four New York-based Virtuoso
travel advisors – who happen to sit on the hotel’s advisory committee – to find out why.

What part of this hotel most
excites you?
“The indoor pool’s underwater
soundtrack from Carnegie Hall.
Super cool.” – Franca Di Spigna

contemporary spaces and what’s
new, and would appreciate the private entrance in the rear to shield
their arrival from the paparazzi –
but I’ll never tell.” – Andy Pesky

“Sam Hazen’s new restaurant and
the Champagne bar.” – Erina Pindar

“Andrew Carnegie. He would have
appreciated the building’s structure
and how it changes the Midtown
skyline. The proximity and partnership with Carnegie Hall [across the
street] make it a no-brainer.” – E. P.

What does it bring to New
York’s hotel scene?
“A much-needed fresh breath in
Midtown. It fits right in with New
York’s best hotels, such as its
iconic neighbours the Four Seasons, Mandarin Oriental, St. Regis,
and The Peninsula.” – E. P.
“This adds another dimension
to the ranks that Erina mentions.
Park Hyatts are known for their
sleek, minimalist look and hightech rooms, which distinguish
them from other hotels in cities
worldwide.” – Judy Stein
Famous traveller
you’d book here?
“The one I have in mind seeks

14
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Design detail you’d incorporate
at home:
“Dual vanity sinks in each bathroom, even in entry-level rooms.
You rarely get this feature at U.S.
hotels, especially in New York. As
a woman, it’s a huge time-saver
when sharing a room.” – F. D.

90-story One57 building created an
awareness that I haven’t witnessed
in a long time – and I’m a born-andbred New Yorker. Even the facade
is so different. Add in location, and
I believe it will create a culture that
elevates the neighbourhood and
the hotel at the same time.” – A. P.
“It’s a new build, which hasn’t been
done here with a five-star property
since the Mandarin Oriental more
than ten years ago. That makes it all
very exciting and a big deal!” – J. S.

“Its museum-quality artwork, which
is curated by Sotheby’s.” – E. P.

Local favourites within a threeblock radius?
“I live nearby, and always have
good food and lots of fun at
Trattoria Dell’Arte. Molyvos is an
excellent Greek restaurant, and,
down the street, Brasserie 8 ½ offers a nice quiet atmosphere and
well-priced French cuisine.” – A. P.

In a great hotel city, why is this
one such a big deal?
“The fact that it’s Park Hyatt and
the publicity surrounding the

“Two of my favourite restaurants
are a stone’s throw away: Marea,
one of the city’s best seafood
spots, and Nobu 57.” – J. S.

Dish you can’t
wait to try from
chef Hazen:
“Bone marrow
with butterpoached
lobster.”
Luxury hotel
trend you won’t
be incorporating:
“Dim lighting
and unnecessary
technology.”
Room you’d
book for a
sleepover:
“A Terrace Suite.
Outside space
is at a premium
in Manhattan,
and these extremely roomy
suites feature
33-squaremetre terraces.”
Service you
wish you’d
thought of
at a previous
property:
“Insider partnerships, such
as our private
back-of-house
Carnegie Hall
tour, Central
Park walks
with a Conservancy historian,
or exploring
Brooklyn’s food,
fashion, and
art scenes.”
Best pre-opening rumour
you heard:
“That we opened
on 28 August
2013. We started
taking reservations then, but
the hotel opens
later this year.”

Style & Design

IN THE

PINK

Jaipur’s new breed of designers
are creating a contemporary kind
of craftsmanship. BY TANVI CHHEDA
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ATUL PRATAP CHAUHAN

I

N JAIPUR’S JOHARI BAZAAR, A JEWELLER CUTS AND

polishes blue chalcedony. He passes on a handful of
faceted stones to a fellow craftsman, who will string
them. Soon enough, a delicate necklace emerges.
Though the world may be overrun with factories, in this
historic corner of it, the handmade still prevails. That’s the
legacy of the Pink City. Visionary king Maharaja Sawai Jai
Singh II, who founded Jaipur in 1727, lured skilled jewellers,
block printers, and metalworkers to establish a court that was
the envy of all.
These days, Jaipur, once a model of urban planning, is in a
period of explosive growth, with congestion and pollution in
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tow. But that hasn’t deterred sevBold enticement at Hot
eral expat designers from moving
Pink and (right) Rasa.
there to open ateliers of their own
and engage with artisans. A cluster of homegrown talent has
also surfaced, eager to showcase wares that have international appeal but still employ traditional techniques. In this way,
crafts of a contemporary kind – from whimsical, silk-thread
accessories to block-printed children’s tunics and modern furniture – are taking form. Here, four designer studios and boutiques to add to your address book.
PLAYFUL AND PRETTY

SOPHIA 203
Neighbourhood: Civil Lines
Swedish-born Sophia Edstrand first came to Jaipur to assist
famed Parisian jeweller Marie-Hélène de Taillac, who has long
sourced gems from and worked with artisans in the region. A
decade later, Edstrand uses zardozi, a traditional silk embroidery
technique, to craft necklaces, belts, and sandals with whimsical motifs – butterflies, peonies, and hearts – at an elegant, byappointment-only atelier. She splits her time between Tokyo,
Stockholm, and Jaipur, but her affinity for the latter endures.
“I find it incredibly inspiring to be in Jaipur because the colours
are so prominent – everything from trucks and rickshaws to elephants is decorated,” she says. “It’s such a big part of the culture
here.” Even Edstrand’s namesake line, Sophia 203, references
her favourite Pantone hue.

Elephants on parade:
Jaipur traffic jam.

Anantaya by
AKFD.

Sandals from
Sophia 203.

2/4 Sumela House Colony, Barwara House
Compound, Ajmer Road; 91-141/404-5889;
www.sophia203.com.
LUXE LINENS

RASA JAIPUR
Neighbourhood: C-Scheme
“No one had looked at block printing
with the perspective of presenting Indian design sensibilities in a contemporary manner,” says textiles designer
Manish Tibrewal. “Contemporary,
creative usage of blocks on luxurious
fabrics: This was to become our forte.”
Tibrewal and his wife, Madhulika, started their hand-block-printed textiles
company, Rasa, in 1999. Over the years,
the Tibrewals (both trained at the
National Institute of Fashion Technology in Delhi) have stocked their
wares – linen tunics, chrysanthemummotif silk cushions, and airy cotton
quilts – at well-known retailers. In
2009, the duo opened a pint-size boutique in a quiet old haveli (private mansion), catering to design-savvy locals
and travellers who know impeccable fit
and finish when they see it. S-55 Ashok
Marg, behind Rajput Sabha Bhawan;
91-141/403-8584; www.rasajaipur.com.

MODERN RETREAT

ANANTAYA BY AKFD
Neighbourhood: C-Scheme
After you’ve had your fill of
silver and gems in the city’s
frenetic bazaars, drop by this contemporary furnishings store to see
how Jaipur’s craft heritage can inform
modern home design. Part of Ayush
Kasliwal’s furniture and interior design
studio, Anantaya by AKFD features
everything from a minimalist wood
side table with a paper-clip-like base
to enamel mugs and marble bowls. Kasliwal and his wife, Geetanjali, who
are often just upstairs, will gladly
share the story behind each object
and the nearby artisans who made
it. “We want to sustain craft and not
allow it to go outside of our lives,”
he says. “We want our products to have
meaning and become heirlooms.”
B6/A1 Prithviraj Road; 91-141/406-8400;
www.akfdstudio.com.
INDIAN COUTURE

HOT PINK
Neighbourhood: C-Scheme
In a historic palace, this sprawling
concept store, opened in 2005 by a

tip
“Enjoy lunch at the Anokhi Museum
of Hand Printing and pick up quality
Indian gifts at the adjoining shop. Also,
make sure to visit Sanganer, a textile
village just outside of Jaipur famous for
block-print designs.”
– Cher Roscoe, travel agency
director, Melbourne

French jeweller and the late Munnu
Kasliwal of Jaipur’s Gem Palace,
carries gorgeous design finds that
have a certain Paris-by-way-of Jaipur
quality. Browse plush Kashmir Handloom cashmere shawls, clothing
by Delhi-based Rajesh Pratap Singh, and cushion covers by Jaipurbased French expat Thierry Journo.
In the dedicated children’s room,
cotton summer dresses printed
with darling camel motifs and elephant-covered pillows, totes, and
pencil cases run wild. Narain Niwas Palace, Kanotha Bagh, Narain
Singh Road; 91-141/510-8932; www.
hotpinkindia.com.
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LE NEGRESCO

NICE

DENIS DALMASSO

Custom-made for
the hotel, Negresco's
doorman uniforms are
based on those worn
by Louis XIV’s footmen.
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AROUND THE WORLD,
HOTEL DOORMEN
MAKE GRAND
ENTRANCES
THEIR BUSINESS.
BY MARIKA CAIN
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T

ROME CAVALIERI

ROME

óMany doormen here
start as bellhops and
work their way up – as
this 12-year veteran did.
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(ROME CAVALIERI) LORENZO PESCE, (FAENA HOTEL) JAVIER PIERINI, (THE HOTEL BEL-AIR)
JOE SCHMELZER, (ST. REGIS) BALL & ALBANESE, (BURJ AL ARAB) SIDDHARTH SIVA

HEY’RE EQUAL PARTS
welcome committee,
peacock, and ambassador:
those dashing men – and, yes,
some women – who usher guests
through the doors of the fine
hotels. Of course it’s much more
than a uniform that makes a great
welcome – it’s the person wearing
it. The doormen pictured here say
unanimously that the highlight of
their job is meeting people from all
over the world.

THE HOTEL BEL-AIR

LOS ANGELES

FAENA HOTEL

BUENOS AIRES

PHOTO CREDIT TKTKTK

ó We have a feeling there
are a lot of FAENA HOTEL
BUENOS AIRES doormen
gracing Instagram and Facebook feeds. “Guests love the
uniform," a hotel representative says. "Many of them ask
our doormen for pictures.”
óThe Ralph Lauren-designed
uniforms at THE HOTEL
BEL-AIR take their inspiration from this Dorchesterbrand hotel’s British
roots – specifically from Wimbledon’s sartorial traditions.

ST. REGIS

NEW YORK

ó“Every day I come in contact
with kind, interesting people,”
ST. REGIS NEW YORK
doorman Matt Dillon says.
“Oftentimes guests become
an extension of our tight-knit
St. Regis family.”
ó Doormen at the BURJ AL
ARAB Dubai’s famed sailshaped hotel have to measure
up: Candidates under 1.86
metres aren’t considered.
Their flashy uniforms conceal
practical pockets for walkietalkies, pens, and more.
BURJ AL ARAB

DUBAI
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THE PENINSULA

HONG KONG

óClassic Bermudan style

HOTEL DE ROME

BERLIN

greets guests at Rosewood
Tucker’s Point (the shorts
became popular on the
island during World War II).
Head doorman Raymond
Ming leads guests on weekly “rambles” around the
grounds, sharing Bermuda
history and pointing out
hidden gardens and other
secret spots.
ROSEWOOD TUCKER’S POINT

BERMUDA

ó “Pageboys,” as the iconic
white-uniformed greeters of THE
PENINSULA HONG KONG are
known, open the doors of the
hotel’s flagship Hong Kong
location some 3,000 times daily.

MANDARIN ORIENTAL

BANGKOK

22
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ó A tailor in Florence makes
bespoke uniforms for the
HOTEL DE ROME doormen.

Guests love them – and even
occasionally buy a cap.

ó The regalia of the doormen at
MANDARIN ORIENTAL,
BANGKOK, founded 138 years
ago during the reign of King Rama
V, echoes the dress of that era.
The hat is a variation of helmets
worn by Thai royal guards.

RITZ-CARLTON

ISTANBUL

(THE RITZ-CARLTON) MIKHAIL GALUSTOV, (PENINSULA) PHILIPP ENGELHORN, (HOTEL DE ROME) CHRISTIAN KERBER,
(MANDARIN ORIENTAL) CHRISTOPHER WISE, (ROSEWOOD TUCKER’S POINT) ALEXANDER MASTERS

ó These uniforms are
modelled after the dress of
Ottoman Empire generals,
and a dedicated member
of the hotel’s laundry team
disassembles the gold
fittings by hand every time
they’re cleaned.
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THE TAJ MAHAL HOTEL

NEW DELHI
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(TAJ MAHAL HOTEL) ATUL PRATAP CHAUHAN

ó Doormen wear beige
tunics during the day and a
bluish-black version for evening. “I cannot recall a single
day when guests have not
complimented our uniforms,”
says Vijay Pal, pictured here.
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COME ON IN: MORE MEMORABLE WELCOMES.
1. The Oberoi Udaivilas, Udaipur 2. The Ritz-Carlton,
Bachelor Gulch 3. Cheval Blanc Courchevel 4. Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park, London 5. Turnberry Resort,
Scotland 6. Raffles Dubai 7. The St. Regis Bali Resort
8. Fairmont Pacific Rim, Vancouver 9. Four Seasons
Resort Rancho Encantado Santa Fe 10. InterContinental Fiji Golf Resort & Spa 11. Shangri-La Hotel, Guilin
12. The Milestone Hotel, London 13. Hôtel de Charme
Les Airelles, Courchevel 14. Hotel Eden, Rome
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S A V I n G S O F u P T O 5 0 % or more on Europe 2014
CRUISE

fROM/TO

DATES

SHIP

fARES*

10-Day Mediterranean Isles

Athens to Monte Carlo

22* Jun, 22 Jul , 21 Aug,
20 Sep 2014

Seabourn Sojourn

$4,999

10-Day Rivieras & Spanish Splendors

Monte Carlo to barcelona

2* Jun, 2 Jul, 1, 31 Aug 2014

Seabourn Sojourn

$5,599

7-Day Greek Isles & Ephesus

Athens to Istanbul

28* Jun, 26 Jul, 30 Aug 2014

Seabourn Odyssey

$4,299

7-Day Greece & Dalmatian Delights

Athens to Venice

12* Jul, 16 Aug , 20 Sep 2014

Seabourn Odyssey

$3,899

7-Day baltic & St. Petersburg

Stockholm to Copenhagen

22* Jun, 6 Jul 2014

Seabourn Quest

$4,399

14-Day Majestic fjords & North Cape

Roundtrip Copenhagen

1* Jun 2014

Seabourn Quest

$7,999

CARIbbEAN
AUSTRAlIA & NEW ZEAlAND
ASIA, AR AbIA & INDIA

• MEDITERRANEAN
• NORTHERN EUROPE
• SOUTH AMERICA & ANTARCTICA

To begin your journey on the World’s Best Small-Ship Cruise Line, contact your Virtuoso Travel Specialist.

Voted

BEST SmAll-ShIP cruISE lInE

INTIMATE SHIPS WITH NO MORE THAN 229 SUITES
•
TIPPING IS NEITHER EXPECTED NOR REQUIRED
•
SPACIOUS All-SUITE ACCOMMODATIONS
•
AWARD -WINNING GOURMET DINING
•
COMPlIMENTARy CHAMPAGNE AND IN-SUITE bAR
•
COMPlIMENTARy OPEN bARS AND fINE WINES

*Fares based on this sailing date. All fares are in Australian dollars, cruise-only, for new bookings only, per guest, double occupancy, subject to availability. Some suite categories may not be available. Fares are not combinable with any other offer, may vary by sailing date, are capacity controlled, and are subject to change without notice. Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses are included. All savings
amounts are included in fares shown. Information herein is accurate at time of printing. Seabourn reserves the right to correct errors. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. ©2013 Seabourn
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ALL
IN THE
FAMILY
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Artful decor at Kristiania Lech.
Opposite page, clockwise from top left:
Stairway to Palazzo Avino, front-door
service at Hotel Hassler, Michelin-starred
dining at Les Sources de Caudalie, taking
in the greenery at Les Prés d’Eugénie,
and on the water at Baur Au Lac.

THESE PRIVATELY
OWNED EUROPEAN
HOTELS OFFER
A PERSONAL
DEFINITION OF
HOSPITALITY.

PHOTO CREDIT TKTKTK

BY LARRY OLMSTED
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Robert Bimonte loves the Italian town of Ravello,
on the Amalfi Coast and, like many famous writers,
artists, and musicians over the centuries, says the
very light and air stir his soul. “I could talk about
Ravello forever,” he says. “There is just something
magical about the air itself.” Bimonte has visited
Ravello five times in the past decade, yet he will stay
nowhere but the Palazzo Avino, a family-owned
and-operated hotel first recommended to him by
his travel advisor, Anne Scully.
During his last visit, he
had a dinner reservation
at a restaurant that was
a bit too far to walk to,
but seemed too close
to justify calling a car
service. “When I mentioned this to Mariella
[Avino], the daughter,
she handed me her keys and
said, ‘Take my car.’ ”
While Bimonte’s experience is unusual for any
hotel, it simply would never happen at a corporate property. Some of Europe’s finest hotels
and resorts excel because they are family-run,
sometimes for centuries, with staff invested in
the guest experience in a deeply personal way that
goes far beyond a salary.
Virtuoso travel advisor Chad Clark agrees.
“When you walk in the door and the owner’s
mother’s paintings are on the wall, it’s not a chain
hotel. At Les Prés d’Eugénie, for example, Michel
Guérard has been a Michelin three-star chef forever, a legend, and you meet him. Dad’s the chef,
Mom’s the interior designer, and the daughters
work in marketing and reservations.” At this spa
resort in southwestern France, a member of the
family tries to meet every arriving guest, and they
always write personal welcome notes.
No two families are the same, and no two
family-run hotels are the same, but it’s this kind
of genetic pride and attention to detail that links
many of Europe’s best properties. Here are a
few standouts, where the family influence keeps
guests coming back.
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LES SOURCES DE CAUDALIE
BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Alice Tourbier and her husband,
Jérôme, opened this 61-room spaand wine-centric hotel in 1999.
Using reclaimed local materials,
they created an intimate, village-like
complex of contemporary buildings
that blend seamlessly with the surrounding lush vineyards of Château
Smith Haut Lafitte.
Tourbier’s parents have operated the Château Smith Haut Lafitte
winery and estate for almost a quarter
century, and her sister Mathilde
founded global natural beauty line
Caudalie Paris using grapes, seeds,
and vines from the family vineyards.
The family’s passions intersect on this
FAMILY TREE:

acclaimed grand cru estate, where hotel guests
can explore the winery
and the spa features Caudalie Paris products, also
offered as guest-room
amenities. (Tourbier
personally chose all the
furnishings and antiques
and decorated each
room.) Guests are greeted with a glass
of Haut Lafitte or a cup of herbal tea
from the Caudalie collection.
DON'T MISS: It’s all about food and wine,
from a merlot wrap at the spa to cooking
classes at the hotel’s Michelin-starred
La Grand’Vigne to sommelier-led

wine-tastings and private vineyard
tours. “My parents are happy to meet
our guests,” declares Tourbier. “They
open the door to their home, share a
glass of wine, and do a personal tour.”
PERSONAL TOUCH: The hotel’s cellar houses
bottles from the estate dating to 1878.
Get the inside stomp on winemaking
on Caudalie’s interactive tour, In the
Winemaker’s Path, which lets guests
play chef de culture (vineyard manager)
or maître de chai (cellar master).

locat i on,
locat i on
HOTEL HASSLER
ROME, ITALY

PHOTO CREDIT TKTKTK

With an unrivalled location atop
the Spanish Steps, the 96-room
Hassler has been in the Wirth
family since 1921, through two
generations. Like his father before
him, managing director Roberto
E. Wirth can often be seen strolling through the hotel, making sure
everything is just so.
FAMILY TREE: Heinrich Gottlob Wirth
came to London from Germany as a
butler and never left the hospitality
industry. After travelling through
Europe, he took a job as a waiter at
Rome’s Hotel Quirinale and rose to
become its manager. Following in
his footsteps, Wirth’s son, Oscar,

Clockwise from opposite page:
Palazzo Avino; a suite at
Les Sources de Caudalie and
owners Alice and Jérôme
Tourbier; garden art at Château
Smith Haut Lafitte winery; Caudalie Paris spa products; and
the Hassler’s owner Roberto
Wirth, executive suite, and
Spanish Steps locale.

became manager and, later, owner
of the Hassler. Determined it would
be Rome’s grandest hotel, he tore it
down in 1939 and rebuilt it, a process
that took eight years.
Today the hotel is owned by
Oscar’s son, Roberto, whose current
projects include preparing the next
generation of Wirths – his twin children – to take the helm.
DON'T MISS: A meal with a view. The

Michelin-starred sixth-floor Imàgo
boasts the best restaurant vista in
the city, with panoramic views of the
Borghese gardens, Piazza Navona,
and the Pantheon. Order the chef’s
seasonal tasting menu.
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Few mountain resorts have a pedigree like this 29-room lodge owned
by Austrian Olympic ski champion Othmar Schneider. The hotel
displays his medals, along with the
family’s stunning contemporary art
collection – hundreds of paintings,
sculptures, and prints by artists such
as Roy Lichtenstein. The art is rivalled by views of the surrounding
Alps, and the hotel offers easy access to more than 274 kilometres of
lift-served ski runs and heli-skiing.

Since 1844, when Johannes Baur built
this lakeside villa hotel in its own
private park, six generations of family hoteliers have run the property,
and a seventh is at work today. The
120-room hotel is a Zurich icon, but
doesn’t rest on its laurels: Its fine-dining restaurant, Pavillon, was awarded
its first Michelin star last year.

KRISTIANIA LECH
LECH, AUSTRIA

BAUR AU LAC
ZURICH, SWITZERLAND

FAMILY TREE: Owner Andrea Kracht
took over from his father, like his
father before him, and hopes that his
daughter Muki will take over from
him. “As a family-owned hotel, we
value our team, take care of them
like family, and have a long tradition
of employees who start out in their
teens and retire here,” he says.

FAMILY TREE: Lech has produced four
Olympic champions, all of whom
have family-owned hotels or restaurants here, including Schneider, who
won Austria’s first slalom gold in the
1952 Oslo Winter Games. In 1968, he
opened the Kristiania Lech with his
wife, Irmgard, who insisted the hotel
provide an intimate environment more
like a private residence. After nearly
half a century, their daughter Gertrud,
who has spent every winter of her
life in the hotel, is hotel manager.

A picnic in the snow. The
hotel throws elaborate thematic outings, from Renaissance-era banquets
to Victorian garden parties, but the
ski-season speciality is an Arabian
picnic. Like Aladdin’s magic carpet, a
large rug set on the snow is adorned
with a sea of colourful pillows, warm
fur blankets, fresh flowers, and
candles. Dining options range from
formal – Champagne in crystal flutes
and white-gloved waiters spooning
lobster bisque from a silver urn – to
local favourites such as flädlesuppe
(pancake soup) and Wiener schnitzel
with Austrian beer and wines.

Kracht’s wife, Gigi, curates
Art in the Park, now in its second
decade, a major outdoor sculpture
exhibition held on the Baur au Lac’s
grounds each June through August.
For many collectors, it has become
a prelude to Art Basel, and last year
Gigi expanded options for visitors by
adding a second exhibition, Art Inside, within the hotel. Art Inside runs
from fall into winter and focuses on
photography, prints, and paintings.
DON'T MISS:

DON'T MISS:

PERSONAL TOUCH: Both generations of
Schneiders prize art and decor, and
mother and daughter individually
decorated each of the guest rooms,
incorporating the family’s art collection. Public areas feature Othmar
Schneider’s ski memorabilia.
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From top:
Kristiania Lech’s
picnic in the snow,
Olympic skier/owner Othmar Schneider,
a junior suite, and egg
with potato and caviar;
and Baur au Lac owner
Andrea Kracht, guest room.

Andrea developed
and launched the Chocolat 1844
brand in honour of the year
the Baur au Lac opened. The
hotel’s signature chocolate
bars are 70 percent cacao
and are also used in desserts
and cocktails.

PERSONAL TOUCH:

VA C A T I O N S A R E F O R R E L A X I N G .

A V OYA G E
I S F O R T H O S E W H O WA N T

TO BE

M O V E D.

Bordeaux

The beauty and history of
us.
New England enthralled

We invite you to discover some of the most fabled destinations on Earth with some of the best fares in history. Enjoy the
luxury and beauty of an Asia, Europe or New England & Canada voyage. Book early to enjoy limited-time Book Now Fares
in every category, and begin a new story aboard the World’s Best.
• Book by 30 June 2014 for the best available Book Now fares
• Our fares always include: complimentary gratuities, fine wines, premium spirits, specialty dining from chefs like
Nobu Matsuhisa and so much more
• Most voyages start or end with an overnight port
2014
Date

Days

Destination

Itinerary

Ship

24 Aug

12

Western Europe & Med.

Rome/Civitavecchia to
London/Southampton

Crystal Serenity

31 Aug

9

Western Europe

London/Dover to Hamburg

Crystal Symphony

29 Sep

7

Canada

Round-trip Québec City

Crystal Serenity

US$7,060

US$3,235

26 Oct

10

New England & Canada

Québec City to New York City

Crystal Serenity

US$8,660

US$3,885

21 Dec

15

Southeast Asia

Round-trip Singapore

Crystal Symphony

US$19,050

US$7,880

Contact your Virtuoso Travel
Advisor to book your cruise
aboard the World’s Best and
receive exclusive Virtuoso
Voyager Club amenities.

Brochure Per Person
Fares From

Book Now Per Person
Fares From

US$10,540

US$4,905

US$8,280

US$3,020

B E G I N A N E W S T O RY ™

Book Now Cruise-Only Fares are per person in U.S. dollars, double occupancy, for category E2 on Crystal Symphony and category C3 on Crystal Serenity, include all promotional savings, apply to new bookings
only made between 1/5/2014 and 30/6/2014 and include port, security and handling charges of US$355-US$505. All offers may not be combinable with other promotions, apply to first two full-fare guests
in stateroom or suite, are capacity-controlled, subject to availability and may be withdrawn or changed at any time without notice. Individual Virtuoso Voyager Club amenities are available on select sailings.
Virtuoso Voyager Club events and amenities are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor
for more details. Guests must be booked into the Virtuoso Voyager Club to be eligible for Voyager Club amenities. All fares, itineraries, programs, policies and shore excursions are subject to change. Prices
and promotions are accurate at time of printing. Restrictions apply. See crystalcruises.com for complete terms and conditions of all offers. ©2014 Crystal Cruises, Inc., Ships’ registry: The Bahamas

Vi ew
Fi nder

PALAZZO AVINO
RAVELLO, ITALY
A twelfth-century palace, Palazzo Avino
sits dramatically on a clifftop in historic
Ravello, 305 metres above the Mediterranean. Besides its enviable locale, it
also offers a spa, terraced pool complex,
and Michelin two-star restaurant,
among other bars and eateries.
Giuseppe Avino
was in the tomato-canning
business when he

impulsively bought Palazzo Avino
(then Palazzo Sasso) in 1995 and spent
two years renovating it into a hotel.
His wife, Cinzia, is in charge of the
gardens – which she also designed,
carefully selecting every plant and
flower. Daughter Mariella helped
decorate each of the 43 guest rooms,
from choosing the sea-sky-mountain
colour palette to selecting the fabrics.
In 2011, Mariella took over as managing director; sister Mariavittoria plans
to attend hotel school in Lausanne.
(Another sister, Atillia, runs the canning factory with their father.)

FAMILY TREE:

gourmet
getaway

LES PRÉS D’EUGÉNIE
EUGÉNIE DES BAINS, FRANCE
At this hotel and spa in southwest
France, 45 guest rooms are tucked into
historic buildings, including a restored
eighteenth-century convent, amid
20 acres of flower- and herb-filled
gardens. Guests come to bathe in its
famed hot springs, but also enjoy 21 spa
treatment rooms, classes at the new
cookery school, strolls through the orangery and vineyard – even the serenity
of two beach lodges on the Atlantic, 75
minutes away.
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Avino’s Clubhouse by the
Sea, one of the Amalfi Coast’s

DON'T MISS:

In 1972, Michel Guérard was
a famed two-Michelin-starred chef in
Paris, celebrated as one of the fathers of
nouvelle cuisine, which featured simpler,
lighter versions of haute cuisine classics.
There he met his future wife, Christine,
who had reopened Les Prés with her
father in 1966. Inspired by the property’s
history, she painstakingly renovated the
buildings, decorating them with items
from her family’s collection of antiques,
paintings, and rugs, and set out to draw
travellers to this idyllic corner of France.
After Guérard relocated to Les Prés,
he realised guests were coming for
health reasons – so he created cuisine
minceur, or spa cuisine, which cemented his already-legendary culinary
status. At Les Prés, Guérard has held
FAMILY TREE:

few private beach clubs. “At Palazzo
Avino, our guests can touch the sky –
[the club] gives them the possibility
of touching the sea,” says Giuseppe.
At the new Lobster & Martini Bar, try
the Avino family martini – Kauffman
vodka, dry vermouth, a lemon twist,
and shellfish broth – one of 65 on the
hotel’s impressive martini list.
PERSONAL TOUCH: Mariella created
Avino’s Caffé dell’ Arte project, hosting artists whose works now hang
throughout the hotel. Visiting artist
Marco Nereo Rotelli created a custom
book inspired by Ravello’s blue sea
and sky, which the Avinos give to
guests as a farewell gift.

the highest-possible Michelin ranking – three stars – for 37 straight years.
Today, he and his wife work alongside
their daughters, Adeline and Éléonore,
and Éléonore’s husband.
DON'T MISS: Obviously, a meal at the ven-

erable Michel Guérard. “Our Virtuoso
guests can visit our three-star kitchen
during dinner service guided by the
chef himself,” says Adeline.
PERSONAL TOUCH: After sampling Les Prés’
slimming menu, head to Ferme Thermale spa for another tempting recipe
from chef Guérard: a white mud bath
treatment he created using local clay,
mixed precisely to provide a weightless,
Dead Sea-like float.

FAMILY
LINEAGE
NINE MORE
EUROPEAN
HOTELS WITH
TIES THAT BIND.
 CANAVES OIA, SANTORINI, GREECE: When John

Chaidemenos inherited
some seaside caves, he and
his wife had the idea to start
a luxury hotel (canaves
means “houses carved in
stone”). Son Markos now
operates the property, with
39 newly renovated rooms
featuring a whitewashed
colour scheme and antiques
his mother sourced from
Greek sea captains.
 CHÂTEAU DE LA BARRE,
LOIRE VALLEY, FRANCE:

With over six centuries of
unbroken lineage, the
Vanssay family has owned
the eight-guestroom

château since 1404. The
current owners, Comte
and Comtesse de Vanssay,
host a twice-weekly
candlelit dinner for guests
amid family portraits, silver,
and crystal.
 LA FERME SAINTSIMÉON, NORMANDY,
FRANCE: Once beloved by

 HAYFIELD MANOR, CORK,
IRELAND: Annemarie and

Ettienne Van Vrede manage
this property owned by
Annemarie’s parents. Each
of the 88 guest rooms is
decorated differently with
antiques and bespoke
furnishings, including pieces
dating to the 1700s.

impressionist painters
(Monet stayed in room 22),
the 29-room inn was
purchased in 1979 by the
Boelen family. In keeping
with tradition, guests can
take impressionist art
lessons in a painting studio.

 HOTEL SACHER, VIENNA,
AUSTRIA: The historic

 THE GORING, LONDON,
ENGLAND: Near Bucking-

Gambardella constructed
the hotel in 1880, his son
Crescenzo redesigned it in
1904, and now Crescenzo’s
daughters, along with their
three children, run the
66-room property, famous
for its themed suites.

ham Palace, the hotel has
been run by the Goring
family since it opened
more than a century ago.
A farmer provides wool for
its signature life-size toy
sheep, which adorn each
of its 69 individually
decorated rooms.

149-room hotel, where the
Sacher torte was created,
has been owned by the
Gürtler family since 1934.
 HOTEL SANTA CATERINA,
AMALFI, ITALY: Giuseppe

 HOTEL & SPA ROSA
ALPINA, ALTA BADIA, ITALY:

Eighty-five years ago,
when Hugo Pizzinini’s
grand-father tried to buy
a guesthouse in the
Dolomites, he produced
a picture of his children to
guarantee the debt, saying
that together, the family
would see it through. Three
generations later, Hugo
helms this 51-room alpine
property, with a two-Michelin-starred restaurant.
 LE SIRENUSE, POSITANO,
ITALY: “We went to the

Sirenuse, an old family
house converted into a
first class hotel. Every
room has its little balcony
and looks out over the
blue sea to the islands of
the sirens,” John Steinbeck
wrote after visiting in 1953.
The hotel is still owned by
the Sersale family, but
has grown to 58 rooms,
with a spa, fine-dining
restaurant, Champagne
and oyster bar, and a yacht
for excursions.

This page, from left: Les Prés d’Eugénie’s nouvelle cuisine, chef Michel
Guérard, and his restaurant. Opposite, from left: Seaside lounging, the
Avino family, and a guest room at Palazzo Avino.
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FROM PARIS
with Love
Three City of Light hoteliers
reflect on their worlds.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY KEVIN J. MIYAZAKI

Laurence Tafanel

OWNER
HOTEL ESPRIT SAINT GERMAIN
YEARS IN HOTEL INDUSTRY: 13
YEARS IN CURRENT POSITION: 13

What’s the first thing you do when
you check into a hotel? Adjust the

heating. I need to sleep in a room
at 26.7 degrees.
Your minibar or room-service weakness? M&M’s.

and did three years of work to
transform them into the kind of
hotel I would like to stay in.
I sleep there every two weeks,
in a different room each time. I
want to have the same feeling a
guest would.
Which other hotels do you love?

The Chatwal in New York. For
the service, the details, and the
design. Each time I come back I
feel so much at home.
A few of your favourite things to
do on the Left Bank?

Have a walk in the Luxembourg
Gardens and visit the Musée du
Luxembourg. Enjoy a midmorning café at Les Deux Magots
while reading the newspaper.
Have lunch at La Méditerranée,
followed by a nice walk and
afternoon shopping on the small
streets in the area. Buy macarons
at Pierre Hermé. Have dinner at
Hélène Darroze.

Describe your hotel: Cosy, inti-

mate, elegant.

One thing guests will never
find at Esprit Saint Germain?

Why did you open Esprit Saint
Germain? I’m also the CEO of a bev-

A big lobby. On the Left Bank
our buildings are original from
the seventeenth or eighteenth
century, so they are small.

erage-distribution company that
my grandparents created in 1932.
One of my lawyers said I should
buy a hotel because it is an easy
business for a woman! I bought two
eighteenth-century town houses
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Luxury is the exceptional.

Luxury does not always
mean “expensive.”

HAIR, MAKEUP, AND GROOMING BY DOUGLAS FULLER ATKINSON

THE HOTELS THEY RUN VARY
widely in style and ambience. The
Ritz has literally been synonymous
with the good life since its 1898
opening, the irreverent Royal Monceau embraces the city’s cultural
side with a dedicated“art concierge,”
and the Esprit Saint Germain epitomises Left Bank sophistication.
Here, one owner and two general
managers reflect on their experiences and the hotel scene.
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FROM PARIS
with Love

Ömer Acar

GENERAL MANAGER
LE ROYAL MONCEAU RAFFLES PARIS
YEARS IN HOTEL INDUSTRY: 20
YEARS IN CURRENT POSITION: 2.5

What’s the first thing you do
when you check into a hotel?

Connect to Wi-Fi.
Your minibar or room-service
weakness? I try all the hotels’

studios, and even organise
after-hours tours of major
museums such as the Pompidou, so guests can enjoy the
works of Frank Gehry or Jeff
Koons all by themselves.

room-service club sandwiches.
What’s new at Le Royal Monceau? A Sunday Night Film

Club, where you can watch the
classics of the silver screen
in our 99-seat cinema while
enjoying gourmet popcorn by
Pierre Hermé and Champagne.
Our new children’s program (a
partnership with the prestigious Bonpoint brand) is
popular with Parisians and
visitors alike. And, of course,
VIP pickup from the gate at the
airport with transport in the
latest-model Range Rovers.
Which other hotels do you
love? JK Place Capri just feels

like a beautiful villa on the
Mediterranean, with an Italian
touch. You don’t even sign
your bills, so it really feels like
your home.

Le Royal Monceau is close to
the Champs-Élysées. What
are some of your favourite
off-the-radar activities and
attractions in the area?

Parc Monceau is a twominute walk from the hotel.
It’s not a touristy park, so
you’ll mingle with locals.
The Espace Culturel Louis
Vuitton, on the rooftop of
their flagship store on the
Champs-Élysées, has great
contemporary art exhibitions.
When I have a free moment, I
stop by the fantastic Alléosse
cheese shop at the Marché
Poncelet. And the Faubourg
Saint-Honoré is right at the
corner, with some of the most
exciting fashion in town.
One thing guests will never
find at Le Royal Monceau?

Arrogance.
What is the hallmark of a
memorable hotel? Its ability

to give you the keys to the
location’s heart and soul. Our
art concierge, for instance,
can introduce our guests to
the most amazing artists
currently showing in Paris,
recommend off-the-beatenpath antiques dealers, open
the doors to private artist
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One overrated hotel amenity or feature? Chocolate

turndown amenities on your
pillow, especially after you’ve
brushed your teeth!
An underrated one? Good
water pressure in the shower.
Luxury is time and relationships.

Christian Boyens
GENERAL MANAGER
RITZ PARIS

YEARS IN HOTEL INDUSTRY: 17
YEARS IN CURRENT POSITION: 3-PLUS

What can guests expect when the Ritz reopens in 2015 following its
restoration? Prior to August 2012, the Ritz Paris had never closed its doors

since opening in 1898. [This restoration encompasses] the guest rooms
and suites, three restaurants and three bars, the spa, and the terraces and
gardens. In general, we tried to allow for as much daylight as possible,
with spectacular views over the roofs of Paris, the place Vendôme, or our
gardens. There’s also the beautifully restored and expanded Ritz Escoffier
cooking school. And for more discreet arrivals, we created an underground
tunnel to access the hotel from place Vendôme.
Your favourite aspect of the restoration? Our gardens and terraces.

Thanks to floor heating and retractable roofs, they will be enjoyed
year-round.
Which other hotels do you love? In general I prefer rather intimate

hotels that pride themselves on personalised service and a local
ambience, such as The Peninsula Beverly Hills, the Connaught in
London, The Greenwich in Manhattan, or Villa La Massa in Firenze.
Your minibar or room-service weakness? I can’t resist anything

chocolate in the minibar. My wife, Rachel, loves waffles with strawberries
delivered for breakfast.
One thing guests will never find at the Ritz? Kiss-and-tell stories on our

exclusive clientele.
One overrated hotel amenity or feature? A water sommelier and soap trays

to choose from upon check-in.
An underrated one? A great shoe-polish service, unfortunately rarely found
even in the best hotels.

“Luxury is having time for the things
you love, feeling comfortable, and
having access to unique experiences.”
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S I LV E RS E A’ S

ASIA & SOUTH PACI FIC
VOYAG ES
SAI L I N LUXU R I O US ST YLE CLOS E TO H O M E

YO U A R E CO R D I A LLY I N VITED TO EXPER I EN CE
TH E EXTR AO R D I N A RY. T H E WO R LD O F S I LV ERS E A .
It is a world of European elegance and sophistication. Highly personalised and
breathtaking in scope. Aboard our intimate ships explore secluded, rarely seen
harbours without venturing too far from home.
Sail from one idyllic island to another on our South Pacific voyages that call at a
succession of heavenly hideaways. Or let us take you on an enthralling journey to
the magical continent that is Asia. Aboard Silversea you will enjoy uncompromising
service, exquisite dining and a butler to look after your every whim.
Come explore the possibilities.

Fares are cruise-only, quoted in US dollars, per person, double occupancy, are correct at time of going to print and may
rise as the sailing date approaches. Terms & Conditions apply.

A WO R LD O F I N CLUS I O N S
• Intimate ships from 296 to 540 guests
• All ocean-view suites, over 85%
with private verandas
• Butler service for every guest
• Complimentary wine, Champagne
and spirits
• In-suite bar with your beverage choices
• Open-seating restaurant with menu
selections by Relais & Châteaux
• A choice of speciality restaurants
• Included gratuities

Bora Bora, French Polynesia

VIRTUOSO VOYAGER CLUB SAILINGS
SOUTH PACIFIC ISLANDS OF DREAMS - SILVER SHADOW

22 October 2014, 12 days, Roundtrip Papeete. Fares from us$4,750pp.
VIBRANT CITIES & VISTAS: VIETNAM & THAILAND - SILVER WIND

1 December 2014, 11 days, Singapore to Hong Kong. Fares from us$4,550pp.
PASSAGE TO THE PAST: MYSTICAL MYANMAR - SILVER WIND

21 December 2014, 14 days, Roundtrip Singapore. Fares from us$7,650pp.
For more information please contact your Virtuoso Travel Specialist.

Gendarmenmarkt’s French Cathedral and
(right) Museum Island’s Alte Nationalgalerie.
42
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PHOTO CREDIT TKTKTK

LIFE
WITHOUT
BORDERS

PHOTO CREDIT TKTKTK

THREE NEIGHBOURHOODS THAT DEFINE BERLIN 25 YEARS AFTER REUNIFICATION.
BY CHANEY KWAK

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRISTIAN KERBER
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ARE NOW LEAVING THE AMERICAN

sector,” an oversize white
sign declares. Never mind
that it’s in the middle of
Europe, nowhere near an
American territory.
The historic billboard
marks Checkpoint Charlie,
the only border crossing
for foreigners between East
and West Berlin from 1961
until 1989. Of course, today
you’re free to hop across
the former frontier as many
times as you want. Just as
suddenly as it went up, the
Berlin Wall came down 25
years ago this November;
the boundary that divided this city of 3.5 million
isn’t much more now than
simple bricks planted in
the ground.
Much of the concrete has
been demolished and hauled
off, save for a few stretches,
like here at the checkpoint,
where a city block’s worth
of graffiti-covered wall
stands as a reminder.
Throngs of tourists congregate for pictures with actors
in guard uniforms and to
visit the Black Box, an exhibition pavilion with a wealth
of historic photographs and

44

WEST SIDE STORY

TO UNDERSTAND THE COLD WAR’S INADvertent, lasting legacy, head
to Oranienstrasse. When
the city divided, the borough of Kreuzberg became
the literal fringes of the
Western Bloc; in the shadow
cast by the wall, anarchists,
punks, and Turkish immigrants moved into apartments that nobody else
wanted, brewing a defiant
counterculture that’s quintessentially Berlin. Once
synonymous with chaos and
grime, post-wall Kreuzberg
has changed dramatically.
Nearly every surface still
bursts with colourful street
art, and underground clubs
continue to fill nightly,
but its narrow walkways
bustle around the clock with
residents and visitors alike.
The wonderfully kooky Museum of Things is a perfect
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“YOU

information about the Iron
Curtain. Even the immediate vicinity feels generic,
like it could be in any Western country, with gleaming
office and condo towers and
international-brand boutiques having sprung up in
the previous no-man’s-land
along Friedrichstrasse.
Most of the time, little
remains of one of Europe’s
great ideological chasms, but
throughout 2014, various
events such as self-guided
GPS walking tours and
guided bike rides, as well
as tours of former watchtowers, memorials, and the
DDR Museum, will commemorate a quarter century of unified Berlin. On
the weekend of 9 November, the actual anniversary,
the city will line the wall’s
entire length with brightly
lit balloons. The real celebration, of course, is how far the
city has come, which is easily
discovered in three distinct
border neighbourhoods.

PHOTO CREDIT TKTKTK

Clockwise from top left: A map at Checkpoint Charlie,
Markthalle Neun’s Street Food Thursday, leather shop
Lapàporter, and a panel of the East Side Gallery – a
stretch of the Berlin Wall transformed into one of the
world’s largest open-air art galleries.
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symbol for this hodgepodge
of a neighbourhood.
Take a short stroll south
to the Landwehr Canal,
and you’ll discover impeccably restored neoclassical
apartments and handsome
sidewalk cafés. The past
two years have seen canalside Horváth and the unassuming Hartmanns each
win a Michelin star – a significant feat for two neighbourhood eateries offering
dinner for about 50 euros.
Year-old Street Food Thursday, the weekly event taking
over a cavernous produce
market, Markthalle Neun, is
proof positive that the neighbourhood has become a hub
of creativity, drawing aspiring chefs from all over the
world. Its ornate nineteenth-
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century Gründerzeit (founding epoch) industrial halls
and tenements have evolved
into homes for young residents from all over Europe,
making Wrangelkiez, the
easternmost part of Kreuzberg, more densely populated
than Manhattan (though far
smaller and more affordable).

BLOC PARTY

EAST BERLIN’S ANSWER TO KREUZBERG
is Prenzlauer Berg, a once
working-class
neighbourhood whose early-twentieth-century buildings survived both world wars. Since
the wall fell, this northern
district has become a cosmopolitan bohemia with a
seemingly endless supply
of trendy cafés and restaurants. Moneyed expats and
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cool young parents love
the district’s cobblestoned
streets and leafy squares,
as witnessed by the sheer
ubiquity of vintage prams
and a constant soundtrack
of German, English, Swedish, and Spanish conversations. Many meet up at Kollwitzplatz, arguably Berlin’s
most beautiful plaza, for
a coffee or cocktail and one of
the city’s best farmers’ markets on Saturdays.

Luckily, the influx of
Westerners hasn’t wiped
away Prenzlauer Berg’s past.
The so-called Ostalgie, or
nostalgia for everything East
German, may have softened
in the past years, but you’ll
continue to find German
Democratic Republic designs and furniture throughout this part of town in
shabby-chic café/bars such
as Wohnzimmer, a living
room decked out in 1960s

Weekend playbook (left to right): Horváth’s leekand-radish plate, vintage Wohnzimmer café, dining
and market finds in Prenzlauer Berg, and an
afternoon stroll.

furniture. KulturBrauerei, a
neo-Gothic brewery-turnedcultural-complex of clubs
and galleries, recently added
a museum with a permanent
exhibition of East German
fashion and home products.
On the western end of
Prenzlauer Berg, Mauerpark
(Wall Park) shows how Cold
War leftovers have taken on
completely new meanings.
Once part of the “Death
Strip” that no one dared

enter, this urban estate retains about thirty metres of
the wall, which street artists continue to paint over in
new designs. Every Sunday,
a popular vintage flea market draws shoppers from
across town. You might find
paintings of iconic Berlin
landscapes by contemporary
artists right next to a stall
specialising in colourful GDR
kitchenware or retro bikes.
Though popularity with

tourists has led to higher
prices and fewer bargains,
people-watching here can’t
be beat, especially on warm
weekends when hundreds of
spectators surround its stone
stage for open-air karaoke
concerts – a joyous and occasionally cringe-worthy revelry that flies in the face of the
once intimidating barrier.

A TALE OF ONE CITY

FOR ALL THE TALK OF REUNIFICATION
and harmony, discrepancies between the two Germanys persist. Bild, the
largest national daily paper,
recently found that only
one in three West Germans
would entertain the idea of
marrying someone from
the East, which continues
to lag behind its other half

economically. Perhaps it’s
poetically fitting that, because of the different streetlights in East (gas) and West
Berlin (electric), the division
is visible even from space.
Mitte (literally “middle”)
has long reclaimed its position
as not only the geographic but
also the figurative heart of
the German capital. The formerly Eastern borough holds
the city’s cultural spotlight
for numerous reasons, from
its prized Museum Island to
the prestigious boulevard of
Unter den Linden, from the
Scheunenviertel neighbourhood’s restored architectural
gems to the nightclubs of
Hackescher Market – which
may as well be dubbed “Style
Central.” Near Rosenthaler
Strasse’s swank boutiques
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tip
“Make dinner reservations at Kâfer,
the restaurant connected to the Reichstag, at least an hour before sunset in
order to watch the light change
over the city and avoid long queues
that form just to see the building itself.
You don’t have to be a foodie to enjoy
this special ambiance.”
– Vera Schwartzbord, travel
advisor, Caulfield North

Well-read (from top): Checkpoint Charlie’s historic
warning and Handbestand bookshop in Mitte.

and cafés lies one of the city’s
great finds for art lovers:
Sammlung Hoffmann, Erika
Hoffmann’s impressive contemporary art collection
displayed in her living and
work space, which she updates with new installments
each July. Inspired by the
wall’s fall and the cultural
change reunification ushered in, Hoffmann and her
late husband renovated a
factory building, moved in,
and invited the public into
their life – a tradition she
carries on today by appointment and on docent-led Saturday tours.
Around Mitte’s former
border crossing at Bernauer
Strasse, change has come
more slowly. This is where
East Germans dug tunnels to
flee west; no less than seven
were attempted around here,
to varying degrees of success.
Today, the nonprofit Berliner
Unterwelten invites visitors
underground to experience
the cat-and-mouse game between the Stasi and fugitives.
These subterranean paths remain a Cold War time capsule,
but aboveground a different
scene is playing out at last.
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Brandenburg Gate.
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BERLIN BASICS REUNITE WITH THE CITY IN ITS ANNIVERSARY YEAR.

(MAP) MICHAEL NEWHOUSE DESIGN

STAY The 382-room Hotel Adlon
Kempinski stands directly across from
the Brandenburg Gate, Germany’s most
iconic landmark, which stepped into the
spotlight in 1989 when Berliners took
hammers to the Berlin Wall that ran right
in front of it. Once an essential part of
Europe’s high-society circuit, the
Adlon was completely rebuilt featuring
marble, leather, and exotic woods in 1997.

The neobaroque Regent Berlin blends
right in at the Gendarmenmarkt, one of
the city’s stateliest squares, and is known
for unobtrusive but attentive service
that lends it an air of discreet exclusivity.
Centrally located, the 195-room property
is equidistant to many Berlin Wall-related

attractions such
as the Brandenburg
Gate and Checkpoint Charlie.
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café and antiquarian bookshop Handbestand opened
five years ago and brims
with old tomes, some from
West Germany, some from
East. More than any commemorations or newfangled memorials, it’s places
like this modest space
that most honor the city’s
resilience and ability to reinvent itself. Cosy up with
an espresso and look out
the bay window. The wall
no longer obscures the
other side – indeed, it’s getting harder to keep track of
whether you’re looking east
or west.
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Twenty-five years after it
ceased to be a dead end, the
artery of Brunnenstrasse
has been reclaimed by young
creative types taking up residence and opening businesses on both sides of the former border. Lapàporter is an
atelier featuring minimalist
leather bags and accessories.
As its name suggests, Supermarkt is a converted supermarket with a gallery and
coworking studios, where
you may catch a quirky design
exhibition as baristas whip
up lattes in the lobby canteen.
Closer to the border still,
on a then quiet block, the
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KREUZBERG
1. Museum of Things,
www.museumderdinge.de
2. Horváth,
www.restaurant-horvath.de
3. Hartmanns,
www.hartmanns-restaurant.de
4. Street Food Thursday,
Eisenbahnstrasse 42
PRENZLAUER BERG
5. Kollwitzplatz
6. Wohnzimmer,
www.wohnzimmer-bar.de

Tucked behind an
old bank facade, the
whimsically opulent
Rocco Forte Hotel de Rome, Berlin elevates the nineteenth-century building’s
original floor plan, turning a jewel vault
into a swimming pool and the manager’s office into an airy wood-panelled
suite with a freestanding bathtub and
preserved WWII shrapnel damage. Each
of the 146 individually designed rooms
offers views of the tranquil courtyard or
Saint Hedwig’s Cathedral.

7. KulturBrauerei,
www.kulturbrauerei.de
8. Mauerpark
MITTE
9. Sammlung Hoffmann,
www.sammlung-hoffmann.de
10. Berliner Unterwelten,
www.berliner-unterwelten.de
11. Lapàporter, www.lapaporter.de
12. Supermarkt,
www.supermarkt-berlin.net
13. Handbestand,
www.handbestand.de

Once a barren borderland during the Cold
War, Potsdamer Platz now teems with
futuristic skyscrapers; The Ritz-Carlton
Berlin provides a luxe 303-room haven
in their midst mere steps away from
some of the city’s best shopping, historic
monuments, and largest park, Tiergarten.
And because the central square hosts the
Berlin International Film Festival, it’s a
favourite of red-carpet-ready stars.
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AFRICAN

QUEEN

A TRIPLE-DECKER RIVER BARGE OFFERS
A DIFFERENT VIEW OF THE AFRICAN SAVANNA.

BY KATE SIBER

Making a splash: Elephants and (below)
the Zambezi Queen on the Chobe River.
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Discover this land,
like never before.

Redefine extraordinary in Antelope Canyon, Arizona.

T

HE
CHOBE RIVER
is more than a simple watercourse. Tracing the sinuous
border between northern
Botswana and Namibia, it’s a
sprawl of floodplains, mudflats, and verdant riverbanks
that, on this silvery afternoon, seem to tremble
with life. Sitting in a small
aluminum tender boat, I
watch as three warthogs inspect the grass for treats.
Nearby, more than a dozen
hippos sigh in the shallows, a
fish eagle watches imperiously from a high tree, and a
lilac-breasted roller puffs
out its iridescent feathers, as
bright and incongruous as a
candy wrapper.
I’m gazing at a herd of delicate impalas when the driver
cuts the boat’s engine and
glides onto the grassy riverbank. That’s when I see it.
Just under a metre away, almost undetectable with its
camouflaged skin and preternatural stillness, a threemetre-long crocodile sits
with his mouth ajar in a smug
grimace, as if showing off his
impeccable dental work. I

From left: The top deck’s lounge and dining area,
a cosy cabin, and a warm welcome aboard.

hold my breath as the prehistoric reptile blinks coolly,
then spooks, sliding into the
water just a metre from my
camera lens.
I feel a prick of fear and
wonder, which is precisely
why I pilgrimaged to this corner of the continent. I’ve
come to be completely immersed in Africa’s wild landscapes – but not, of course,
without a few comforts.
Some kilometres downstream, the Zambezi Queen, a
three-deck, flat-bottomed
barge, is moored in the middle of the Chobe River, a rare
sight on a continent where
cruises are few. But the
Queen, which travels between
two points on a 40-kilometre
stretch, was founded on an
elemental truth: Here, water
is the lifeblood of the land,
the people, and the wildlife,
and to see the best of them
all, you must take to the river.
GETTING HERE IS ITS OWN

adventure. Most travellers

fly to either Livingstone, Zambia, or Kasane, Botswana,
where they meet a Zambezi
Queen representative for the
drive to Kasane’s tiny boat
launch. From there, a small
tender boat delivers travellers
to the barge. Many guests are
retired jet-setters who have
been to Africa before and are
looking for a new experience.
They often combine the
cruise with a visit to Victoria
Falls or a land-based safari in
the region, where the borders
of Namibia, Botswana, Zambia, and Zimbabwe meet.
As I board for the first
time, a trio of women staffers from local villages,
statuesque in orange-andblack dresses, welcomes
me with a floor-rumbling
song. A young attendant
helps me aboard and leads
me past the first two decks,
which house 14 guest
rooms, to show me the top
deck. “We’re very casual
around here, so feel free to
kick off your shoes and re-

lax,” he says in his South
African lilt.
The boat’s design is a refreshingly contemporary antidote to wicker-and-canvas
safari-lodge decor. Before
meals, guests gather on the
top deck, a single, airy room
with low, neutral-coloured
furniture, cowhide rugs,
and black-and-white photographs of wildlife. Rows of
dining tables sparkle with
silver and glass at one end,
but little distracts from the
main draw: Beyond the open
doors and picture windows,
a tableau of floodplains and
low reddish hills dotted
with buffalo and impalas
constantly shifts as the boat
spins on its mooring.
While it’s tempting to stay
put and watch the world go by
from this floating safari
lodge, there is all kind of activity. Guests cast for sharptoothed tiger fish, watch locals drum and dance in a
nearby thatched-hut village,
or go on onshore game drives.

DO IT
The 14-cabin Zambezi Queen runs two- and three-night cruises with fixed departure dates year-round,
but the dry season (May through October) offers the best wildlife viewing. Activities include guided
game-watching excursions in boats and four-wheel-drive vehicles, fishing, and more.
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The most popular activity, of
course, is watching the prodigious wildlife from small aluminum tenders. The area, including Botswana’s famed
Chobe National Park, hosts
one of the densest populations of elephants on earth
and a notably diverse array of
bird life – some 400 species,
from egrets and warblers to
vultures and eagles. The result is a parade of diverse,
close wildlife encounters.
One afternoon we watch a
30-strong herd of elephants
tromp over an arid hill in a
line, babies in tow, as if right
out of a nature documentary. They wade into the river
to drink, less than a metre
from our boat, close enough
to smell their earthy dung
and hear the sounds of their
breath. Admittedly, this
proximity to the largest land
mammals on earth gives me
pause, but our guide, Bernard, a tall Namibian with
high cheekbones and a spectacular smile, exudes a quiet
confidence.
“You see the difference between the older one and the
younger one?” he says, pointing to two elephants splashing mud on their hides, dry
and lined like the veins of
leaves. “The older one knows

how to do it. The younger
one is still learning how to
use his trunk.”
Bernard comes from a
nearby village – the Queen
employs local residents. The
company has an understated commitment to responsible tourism, which includes not only hiring locals
but also bringing guests to
villages to meet the people
and purchase handicrafts.
The boat itself features a
solar hot water system, biodegradable amenities, and
a water-propulsion motor
that minimises disturbance
to underwater life.
It’s all an effort to preserve the reason why guests
come here in the first place:
to witness, in full colour, a
primordial landscape relatively unmarred by civilisation. Often, thanks to the
Queen’s singular location
in the middle of the river,
there isn’t much of a need to
go anywhere to experience
it. In the evening, tucked
into down-draped beds
in spacious cabins, guests
drift off to the sounds of
frogs and crickets. Come
morning, the grunts and
splashes of hippos, submerged around the boat,
gently awaken sleepers.

But even in a region where
there’s so much life, the
expansive sky has the last
word. Standing on the top
back deck one evening, in
the quietude before dinner,
I watch as the sun turns to
lava on the horizon, casting
an unearthly glow over the
floodplains and acacia trees.
Half a dozen paper-white

egrets fly by in profile, appearing and disappearing
with each wing flap. In the
distance, ragged curtains
of lightning finally give way
to a starry dome. It’s hard
to imagine a more splendid
view than from the top of a
three-deck boat moored, all
alone, in the grand theatre of
the African wild.

WATERFALLS AND WILDLIFE

These land-based lodges offer another view
of all the region has to offer.
In the remote interior of Botswana’s Chobe National Park, guides
at Belmond Savute Elephant Camp, a collection of 12 spacious
canvas tents on stilted decks, offer game drives to see giant
herds of elephants as well as leopards, lions, and the like. Guests
can also view ancient paintings by Bushmen and groves of rare
baobab trees.
After seeing nearby Victoria Falls, visiting a cheetah sanctuary, or
watching elephants in the Mosi-oa-Tunya National Park, partake
in a time-tested tradition at The Royal Livingstone Hotel,
Zambia’s elegant 173-room Victorian property: high tea and
sundowners by the Zambezi River, where a giraffe or zebra might
very well appear before sunset.
This year marks the 100th anniversary of the 161-room Victoria
Falls Hotel, a grand Edwardian mansion in Zimbabwe’s eponymous national park and a ten-minute stroll from the legendary
cascade. By day, cruise on the Zambezi River, spot Zimbabwe’s
wildlife in Land Rovers, or go white-water rafting. Come evening,
sit in the historic bar or on the terrace with a cocktail just as
presidents and celebrities have for a century.
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PROMOTION

VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
ANGKOR WAT WITH THE KIDS
Ideally located near the Angkor temple complex and vibrant town of Siem Reap, Belmond La
Résidence D’Angkor and its attentive staff welcome families like members of their own.
Children 12 and under stay and eat for free at this intimate retreat, which lies along the shady
riverbank with peaceful gardens and a saltwater pool. Accommodation offer a modern twist
on Khmer style, with dark woods, bamboo, and terrazzo bathtubs. Enjoy 25% savings when you
book a second room for the kids.
The hotel makes the perfect base for exploring Angkor Wat and the surrounding archaeological
site, the largest religious monument in the world. You’re also close to bustling town markets,
art galleries and fine restaurants; the “floating village” on Tonle Sap Lake is a must. After all
that adventure, return to the Kong Kea Spa for a complimentary 50-minute massage for up to
two adults per room. Be sure to attend the water blessing led by a Cambodian monk, which is
performed next to the hotel’s lotus pond — it’s believed to bring good luck.
Available 8 May to 30 October 2014. From US$319 (approx. AU$341/NZ$371 at press time) for Deluxe
Room. Virtuoso guests also receive a room upgrade upon arrival, if available, and breakfast for two daily.

PINK DOLPHINS AND PADDY FIELDS
Gaze out your cabin’s floor-to-ceiling windows and watch life unfold along the world’s most
exotic waterways. Aqua Expeditions takes you deep into the heart of the Amazon or along the
culturally rich Mekong on your choice of 3-, 4- and 7-night adventures. Travel in unparallelled
style aboard sleek, custom riverboats, appreciating the refined yet relaxed ambiance; the
five-star cuisine rivals any ashore. In Peru, find your perch on the Observation Deck or in the
air-conditioned lounge and look for rare Amazon pink dolphins, three-toed sloths, and
nocturnal caiman alligators as your skiff navigates past colossal water lilies.
Visit native Amazonian communities, go piranha fishing and enjoy a picnic along the river’s
banks. Then again, you may wish to delve into the Mekong’s diverse cultures and traditions,
exploring Buddhist monasteries and ancient temples while searching for rare masked finfoot
birds and exploring the emerald flooded forest. Whichever cruise you choose, you’ll receive a
Virtuoso exclusive US$50 (approx. AU$53/NZ$58) onboard credit per person; use it, perhaps,
to bring home a special memento from the ship’s boutique.
Departures available throughout 2014. Riverview fares from US$2,850 (approx. AU$3,046/NZ$3,317).

SPEND A DAY IN PHUKET WITH VOYAGER CLUB
Cruise round trip from Singapore with Silversea and Voyager Club will treat you to a private,
full-day event in Phuket, the “The Pearl of Thailand.” The intimate Silver Wind overnights
on this tropical island, calls in Port Klang (Kuala Lumpur), Belawan, and Yangon for three
nights and the chance to visit legendary Mandalay or the temples and pagodas of Bagan, as
awe-inspiring as Angkor Wat.
Departs 21 December 2014. Oceanview fares from US$8,450 (approx. AU$9,031/NZ$9,836).

FIND BALTIC BLISS WITH A US$200 SPA CREDIT
Explore Baltic treasures with SeaDream Yacht Club and enjoy a US$200 (approx. AU$214/
NZ$233) spa credit, thanks to Virtuoso. The Spa aboard SeaDream I offers Thai therapies and
La Prairie products; indulge while venturing 15 days round trip from Dover. Your mega-yacht
visits popular ports such as Tallinn, Visby, and St. Petersburg for two overnights, yet it’s
intimate enough to call in smaller gems like Bornholm and Faaborg.
Departs 16 August 2014. Yacht Club Stateroom fares from US$8,749 (approx. AU$9,351/NZ$10,184).

PROMOTION

VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
PENGUINS AND PISCO SOURS IN PATAGONIA
Rugged and remote, Patagonia is one of the last wild regions on earth. The “White Continent”
of Antarctica is even more mysterious: an international whale sanctuary with an ice cap that
contains 90 percent of the ice on the planet. Intrepid travellers can head off the beaten path in
luxury style as Seabourn explores both amazing lands on a 21-day expedition between Buenos
Aires and Santiago (Valparaiso).
The award-winning Seabourn Quest — described as a “game-changer” in luxury cruising —
sets a course for Montevideo and Stanley Island before a five-day Antarctic experience. In
Punta Arenas, Voyager Club guests visit the Otway Bay Penguin Reserve, home to a major
Magellanic penguin colony. Watch these adorable creatures waddle about the beach while you
navigate the wooden trails; your guide will explain how this protected area saved them from
the brink of extinction to now number more than 10,000. Afterward, enjoy an exclusive tasting
menu and glass of pisco sour, Chile’s national drink, at one of the region’s finest restaurants.
Calls in Ushuaia, Puerto Chacabuco, Castro, and Puerto Montt round out the itinerary.
Departs 29 November 2014. Oceanview Suite fares from AU$14,999/NZ$16,332.

GET A PRIVATE VIEW OF THE DANUBE IN 2015
See the Blue Danube next year with more in your pocket: Tauck is including all private shore
excursions on select 2015 river cruise holidays — a US$1,469 (approx. AU$1,570/NZ$1,710)
value — simply for booking through your Virtuoso travel advisor. Admire detailed frescoes,
stained-glass windows, and stunning architecture while travelling between Prague and
Budapest, spending two nights in each city. You’ll glide past fairy-tale castles and medieval
villages as you travel through the Czech Republic, Germany, Austria, Slovakia, and Hungary.
Tauck creates a number of special experiences, including an exclusive tour of Prague’s Baroque
libraries and dinner at Lobkowicz Palace, the only privately owned building in the Prague
Castle complex. Attend an exclusive Imperial evening with dinner and music at a Viennese
palace, and spend a day in Mozart’s Salzburg or the UNESCO-designated town of Cesky
Krumlov. Travel solo without paying the single supplement in Category 1, or save US$1,000
(approx. AU$1,069/NZ$1,164) per cabin on other categories.
Departures available 8 April until 28 October 2015. Riverview fares from US$4,790 (approx. AU$5,120/
NZ$5,575.

DINE ON MANHATTAN’S UPPER EAST SIDE
Set on a tree-lined street in New York’s most exclusive neighbourhood, The Lowell feels more
like a private townhouse than a hotel. The rooms’ residential feel is enhanced by wood-burning
fireplaces and fully equipped kitchens. Virtuoso picks up the tab for lunch or dinner (alcohol
excluded) up to US$100 (approx. AU$107/NZ$116).
Available until 31 December 2014. Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Virtuoso guests also enjoy a
room upgrade upon arrival, if available; breakfast daily for two; and more.

GET THREE FOR TWO IN SINGAPORE
Stay two nights at the iconic Raffles Singapore and enjoy your third night free. The word
“complimentary” comes up a lot for Virtuoso guests, including a complimentary room
upgrade, a Singapore Sling cocktail upon arrival, a 45-minute history tour (subject to
availability), and Internet access. Use your US$100 (approx. AU$107/NZ$116) credit at Long
Bar, Long Bar Steakhouse, Raffles Spa, and Raffles Gift Shop.
Available until 30 June 2014. From SGD$621 (approx. AU$529/NZ$576). Virtuoso guests also enjoy buffet
breakfast daily for two and more.

Souvenir

tip
“Aman at Summer Palace offers the
ultimate in insider access: When
the gates shut to visitors at sundown,
you are on the inside. Taking a few minutes
to learn the four essentials of a Chinese
garden – water, architecture, plants, and
rocks – will enhance the sense of calm
and atmosphere that is this property’s
outstanding feature.”
– Claudia Rossi Hudson,
travel agency owner,
Neutral Bay

HIGH ART

The Chinese art of making the most of silk, bamboo, and the breeze stretches back centuries at least. In ancient
times, members of the court entertained dynastic bigwigs with small but elaborate kites (known as “imperial” or
“Beijing” kites), which could be flown indoors on a stick or outdoors on a string. Today, the high-flying pastime
persists, as evidenced by the number of kites aloft over Tiananmen Square on any given weekend. At the Aman
at Summer Palace, Beijing, a third-generation kite-making master (her ancestors crafted kites for officials of the
Forbidden City) leads weekly workshops, and the hotel’s boutique stocks a gorgeous supply of wind-powered fish,
butterflies, birds, and more. Fish kite available at Aman at Summer Palace, Beijing.
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CHRIS PLAVIDAL

This kite is Chinese tradition on a string.

Thank you for your referrals.

Looking for a really great travel advisor?
Meet your match on www.virtuoso.com, the place to find a professional travel advisor with the
connections, knowledge, and personal experience to customise amazing holidays, and to become
your trusted go-to travel resource. And if you already have a great advisor, you’ll want to check out the
travel product catalog of completely vetted Virtuoso preferred partners.
Send us your best shots! Share the digital photographs of your Virtuoso travels for your chance to win
cash prizes! The 3rd Annual Virtuoso Traveller Photography Contest is open now until 16 June 2014.
Head to www.virtuoso.com/photocontest for details, prizes and to enter.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

